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INTRODUCTION
Because Bosch aims to delight riders who will be using mySPIN for their two-wheelers, they conducted
a research project to find out more about the preferences and expectations of motorcycle and scooter
riders with regard to their smartphone usage. The research project also assessed the willingness of
riders to share ride data with manufacturers and other riders/acquaintances/family. As part of the
research project, the concept of mySPIN for two-wheelers (mySPIN2W) was presented to the riders
and they were asked for their feedback.
This whitepaper presents to you the findings of the research project, which was conducted by
INNOFACT AG for Bosch SoftTec in June 2017.
The research led us to understand the following:
▶▶Nearly 90% of two-wheeler riders use their smartphones for at least some aspects of their travel.
▶▶Riders want solutions like mySPIN. 80% of the participants surveyed found the mySPIN solution
innovative and they said they would like to try it.
▶▶Finally, riders are open to sharing data with two-wheeler manufacturers and the rider community,
friends and families. This opens up a new window of opportunities for OEMs in the connected twowheeler world.
Bosch SoftTec is an enabler for connected two-wheelers. In 2016, the company presented mySPIN2W
to the general public at the Milan motorcycle show (EICMA) for first time. mySPIN for two-wheelers
is one of the first smartphone integration solutions for two-wheelers to mirror compatible iOS and
Android apps to the instrument cluster. The solution is available globally and marketed to Motorbike
and Scooter Manufacturers (Original Equipment Manufacturers, OEMs) and other manufacturers
who retrofit displays on motorbikes and scooters.
In December 2016, Bosch released a white paper titled “11 business models for succeeding in the
connected two-wheeler market”. The article highlighted business models for app publishers and
OEMs for creating and capturing value in the connected two-wheeler market.
At the Bosch Connected Experience 2017 (BCX), app developers and start-ups worked on “mySPIN2W”compatible apps and created innovative and value-adding solutions for Bosch’s smartphone integration
solution for motorbikes, scooters and eScooters.
The portfolio of apps on mySPIN2W platform for navigation, assistance, communication, music and
information has been growing ever since. mySPIN2W supports apps like Dash Radio, Rever, Calimoto,
Accuweather and many more. Apps like these, once integrated with mySPIN platform, makes the
rider’s journey more enjoyable and safer.
The feedback from OEMs from all around the globe on mySPIN2W is promising. The product is gaining
ground with OEMs and is likely to be available in future models of two-wheelers.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
INNOFACT AG is a full-service market research institute. It offers a comprehensive portfolio of tried and tested
and innovative market research solutions. INNOFACT AG is active in Germany, Europe and across the world.
The research agency conducted an online survey using a computer-assisted web interview. The survey was delivered
to participants from Germany, USA and Canada.
The participants were men and women, aged between 16 and 69 years. All the participants were riders and owners
of a motorcycle or a scooter (scooter ratio: max. 10%). All the participants also owned a smartphone.
Sample size: Total respondents: n = 2601
From Germany: n=1026; From USA: n=1417; From Canada: n=158
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TWO-WHEELER RIDERS AND SMARTPHONE USAGE
The results of the research show us the need for solutions like mySPIN. Nearly 90% of the riders use their smartphones
to take care of at least some aspects of their travel. Using a smartphone while riding is illegal in many countries
and makes driving unsafe. Our research shows that nearly 44% of the riders use their smartphones while riding
on the two-wheeler. In USA, this figure is more than 50%.
92% of the riders use their smartphones during stops/breaks and nearly 88% use their smartphones to prepare/
follow-up a ride. The large percentages clearly indicate that two-wheelers and smartphones are not mutually
exclusive. On the contrary, they go hand in hand.
mySPIN2W allows riders quick, convenient and safe use of iOS and Android smartphone apps while riding twowheelers. It is based on the proven mySPIN technology and enriched by Focus Control, which makes it possible
to control apps using a controller on the handlebars and voice control. This makes the journey more comfortable
and safer.

35 85 81
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34 95 87

53 91 89

To prepare/follow-up a trip
During stops/breaks
While riding (on the bike)
44 92 88

When two-wheeler riders use their smartphones (percentages)
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APPS – ENABLERS FOR SMOOTHER RIDES
The research points to regional differences in the usage of two-wheelers in Germany and the USA. 38% of riders
in the USA drive mainly in the city, while 13% ride mainly in the country/on rural roads. The numbers get reversed
for Germany, 13% of riders drive mainly in the city and 40% of riders drive mainly in the country/rural roads. The
remaining riders in both the countries drive equally in the city and in the country/on rural roads.

38% in cities

13% in the country

USA

13%

in cities

40%

Germany

in the country

It is quite interesting to note that 80% of the riders want to use their smartphones while riding without endangering
their own or the lives of others. These numbers are close to 84%, 75% and 70% in the USA, Germany and Canada,
respectively. We also learned that close to 50% of riders in the USA, Germany and Canada use their two-wheelers
only in their spare time (these are riders in developed western countries), so they want to get more enjoyment
while riding their two-wheelers in the limited time.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH developer.myspin@bosch-softtec.com
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Canada
Germany

USA
Most preferred app categories per country

FUNCTIONS/APPS RIDERS ARE LIKELY TO USE – WITHOUT ENDANGERING OTHERS

The apps for navigation, weather, driver assistance, music/radio, communication, social media and travel are the
top rider apps, based on actual usage, for different times in the journey. These are also the most likely apps riders
want to use in a safe way.
Navigation, detailed information about the topography of the upcoming route, weather conditions, information on
surroundings, such as points of interest – these are the features users demand from solutions like mySPIN. mySPIN
delivers these features by providing apps in updated, stable releases that fulfill all these wishes.
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The survey results also show us that riders will expect and demand functions like hazard warnings along
the route, traffic and road conditions, and speed limit displays in the near future. Riders want more
dependable information that will make a meaningful contribution to a trouble-free, safe ride. The upcoming
releases of mySPIN will provide just what the riders want.
RELEVANCY OF INFORMATION AND FUNCTIONS WHEN RIDING TWO-WHEELERS
(Percentages who consider the function Important)

Navigation (route/guidance)

Current hazards along the route

Current traffic report/status

Road conditions

Current speed limits

Current weather forecast

Current display of fuel level and
filling stations
General technical condition
of the vehicle

Look-ahead/automatic light control

Terrain/topography
(e.g. hills/slopes etc.)
Information on driving behavior
(e.g. average speed, tilt etc.)
Walkie-talkie function/
talking to other bikers
Information about the current
surroundings/region, such as
points of interest, restaurants etc.
Music function (e.g. listening
to music/audiobooks)

Coasting/cruising assistant

Workshop service
(nearest suitable workshop)

Friends/acquaintances close to you

Current news/news
from (Germany and) the world
0%

10%
Germany

20%

30%
USA
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50%

share information
with manufacturers

59%

PLEASE USE OUR RIDE DATA!
WE WANT TO SHARE IT!

share information
with friends

With the growing acceptance of big data and what it can achieve for two-wheeler manufacturers, more and more
manufacturers are looking to secure additional data from riders. The data is used to improve the two-wheelers on
road as well as the relationship to the customer. Understanding what riders think and feel about their personal
data, including the confidence level the riders place in a manufacturer’s ability to protect that information, also
becomes part of the definition of big data.
Our research focused on the above aspects and found riders willing to share data through solutions like mySPIN.
50% of the riders said they would share the technical condition of their vehicle with the manufacturer. Access to
this data would generate a wealth of opportunities for OEMs, broaden their knowledge about their two-wheelers,
foster the relationship between the manufacturer and riders, and would lay the foundation for establishing new
digital business.
45% of the riders said they would share information on fuel consumption with manufacturers and 36% of the riders
would share information on driving performance. mySPIN opens up new avenues of data access (two-wheeler
and driver data) to manufacturers and thus ushers in a new era of connectivity, which benefits both riders and
manufacturers.
Riders also want to share the experience of riding a motorbike/scooter with their friends and families. Over 50%
of the survey participants said they would be willing to share the information about the routes they have travelled
with other riders. Also, riders want to help; close to 60% of riders want to share information with others to warn
them about current hazards, such as construction zones, tricky curves, accidents, or congestion.

SHARING INFORMATION THROUGH SMARTPHONE INTEGRATION
WITH FRIENDS & OTHER BIKERS

WITH THE MANUFACTURER
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Details about driving performance (e.g. average speed)
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THE MISSING LINK FOR TWO-WHEELERS AND
SMARTPHONE APPS
Imagine yourself riding your motorcycle and in addition to the speedometer and similar functions, part of the display
shows adapted apps and smartphone contents – so you have a good overview of all the information. The display
provides you with selected, relevant information related to the motorcycle/scooter and your trip while riding, with
no need to touch your smartphone. The various apps are conveniently controlled using levers on the handlebars,
so that all the functions can be used in a riding mode and driving safety is not only ensured but actually improved.
This would be mySPIN integrated with your two-wheeler and your smartphone.
Now compare the above scenario with the hassle of finding a stop for your motorcycle, taking off gloves, searching
for your smartphone in your jacket, unlocking it and looking for the right app and getting the information from
smartphone. These are the steps that riders have to take right now. mySPIN eliminates all these recurring, frustrating
steps and enables riders to use apps in a much simpler way.
We presented the mySPIN concept to riders; more than 80% liked the concept and would like to give it a try. Most
of the respondents described mySPIN as an innovative solution that was loaded with useful functions. Nearly 70%
of riders thought that mySPIN would made their rides more enjoyable and that it was exactly what they needed
on their two-wheeler.
We also asked the riders what functions and information they want to permanently see on the display of the twowheeler. Nearly 80% of riders want to see navigation and road warnings on the display. Riders also want to see
driving recommendations (e.g. curve speed) on the display. 70% of riders also want to know the technical condition
of their vehicle (like tire pressure, oil level etc.) and the driving performance (fuel consumption, engine power).
Finally, 60% of riders would like to see notifications related to the maintenance/workshop service of the two-wheeler.

Bosch SoftTec GmbH developer.myspin@bosch-softtec.com
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WHAT SURVEY PARTICIPANTS THINK ABOUT THE MYSPIN TWO-WHEELER CONCEPT

67.3%

Helps me concentrate on riding,
since the required/ assisting
information is displayed to me
directly and in the correct form.

74.4%
Makes sense

72.7%

69%

Is easy to operate/use

Makes riding more
enjoyable

79.1%

Makes them curious/
They would like to try it

80.2%

64.8%

Especially innovative/novel

Is safe to use

63.7%
Improves safety
while riding

71.8%

Represents genuine
added value for me

69.1%

Is exactly what
motorcycle/motor
scooter riders need
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the research conducted, we have come to the following conclusions:
▶▶Nearly 90% of riders use their smartphone to prepare or follow up on trips.
▶▶44% of riders admit to using their smartphones while riding and 80% of riders want to use their
smartphones while riding.
▶▶50% of the riders operating their smartphones (while riding) use it for navigation, music, driver
assistance or communication apps.
▶▶80% of participants think that navigation, hazards on the route, traffic status, road conditions and
speed limits should be displayed on the two-wheeler.
▶▶80% of riders liked the concept of mySPIN. Riders found the concept innovative and loaded with
useful functions.
The higher percentages for the actual usage of smartphones as well as the feedback on mySPIN
shows that mySPIN fulfills the intrinsic needs of two-wheeler riders. OEMs fulfilling these needs and
bringing up solutions like mySPIN to fulfill those would have an obvious advantage over other OEMs
who don’t recognize these needs.
Bosch wants OEMs to adapt mySPIN in their future two-wheeler models, which is why mySPIN is being
offered as an independent software solution. It is not bound to Bosch hardware and is a white label
solution. This means mySPIN can be customized to the specific needs of an OEM and even integrated
into an existing connected services offering.

Future

Today
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Growing interest of riders in using smartphones - without endangering themselves or others (percentages)
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